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This report is the ‘Data link Network Operational Status Report’ as identified in the 
DPMF Report Catalogue available from the DPMF OneSky team web site. It provides a 
summary of the operational status and technical performance of data link in Europe.  
 
A definition of the metrics used in this report is available in the DPMF Report Catalogue, 
the identifier for each metric is shown in angled brackets e.g. <N-1>.  
 
The DPMF have started receiving LISAT data from DSNA but this data is being validated 
and so has not been used in the generation of the metrics presented in this report.  

Operational Status 
 
Figure 1 on the following page provides a status and performance summary for each 
FIR/UIR. The shading indicates whether CPDLC over the ATN is currently operational in 
that airspace (<N-4>). The light green shade represents areas where data link is 
provided but not in full compliance with the 2015/310 regulation. The five-line block of 
data provides the following information: 
 

 Line 1: ICAO Ident and the date the service went operational. The planned dates 
are available from the data link services web site. 

 Line 2: Average PA: The average PA rate in the FIR/UIR expressed as the 
number of PAs suffered per 100 hours CPDLC. <O-23>.  A trend indicator shows 
whether the rate is increasing or decreasing since last month. 

 Line 3: CL. Channel load for the following frequencies: 136.975 MHz /136.875 
MHz /136.825 MHz /136.775 MHz /136.725M Hz. <KPI_PHY_01> 

 Line 4: Freq PA:  The average PA rate for the following frequencies: 136.975 
MHz /136.875 MHz /136.825 MHz /136.775 MHz /136.725M Hz. <O-23> 

 Line 5: Flt. The first figure is the total number of flights during the month of the 
report, the second figure is the percentage of those flights for which the flight 
plan declared the flight capable of performing CPDLC over the ATN (i.e. filed 
‘J1’)<N-1>, and the third figure is the percentage of the flights that are observed 
to use CPDLC over the ATN <N-2>. A trend indicator shows whether the 
percentage of flights actually using CPDLC  is increasing or decreasing since last 
month 

 
Note: The count of the number of flights in DSNA airspace shown on figure 1 is not 
correct; it seems the wrong airspace was used when counting the flights. Note this issue 
may also apply to other centres and is being investigated. 
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Figure 1: Current operational status of CPDLC over the ATN
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CPDLC / ATN Flights
Figure 2 below shows the monthly number of flights arriving at a European airport that 
indicate the capability to perform CPDLC over ATN VDL Mode 2 in their flight plan (i.e. 
include ‘J1’) as well as the total number of flights <N-1>. Data for October was not 
available at the time of writing this report. For September 2018 29.4% of flights 
indicated the capability to perform CPDLC over ATN/VDL Mode 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Proportion of flights capable of using CPDLC over ATN/ VDL Mode 2 
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Technical Performance 

Overall Provider Abort Rate 
Figure 3 below shows the PA rate <O-23> aggregated for all ANSPs providing data to 
LISAT1. The target value is 1 PA per 100 hours CPDLC (shown as a dashed line on the 
graph below). The overall average rate for October 2018 was 5.1 PAs per 100 hours.  
 

  
 

Figure 3: PA rate 

Recent Weekly PA rate per Centre 

 
 

Figure 4: Weekly PA Rate per Centre 

                                                        
1 Currently MUAC, Skyguide, DFS, NATS and ANS CZ. Data from DSNA is being validated. 
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Weekly PA Rate for Major Aircraft Operators 
Figure 5 below shows the weekly PA rate for the three aircraft operators with the lowest 
average PA rate and the three aircraft operators with the highest average PA rate from a 
list of the top 30 aircraft operators in terms of usage of CPDLC/ATN over the past 15 
weeks.  
 

 
Figure 5: Top 3 and bottom 3 PA Rate for Major Aircraft Operators 

Weekly PA Rate for 5 biggest users 
Figure 6 below shows the weekly PA rate for the 5 aircraft operators that have used 
CPDLC most over the past 15 weeks. 
 

 
Figure 6: PA Rate of the 5 biggest users of CPDLC 
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Weekly PA Rate for various aircraft types 
The figures below show the weekly PA rate for specific aircraft types for the five aircraft 
operators using CPDLC the most over the past 15 weeks with the particular aircraft type.  
 
Airbus A320 Family 

 
Figure 7: A320 Family (A318/319/320/321/20N/21N) Aircraft Operator PA Rates 

 
Boeing B737 Family 

 
Figure 8: B737 Aircraft Operator PA Rates 
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The purple line is for operators whose B737 fleet is fitted with avionics that were 
recently black listed but not yet removed from the white list.  As observed last month 
there are noticeable differences in the PA rates between some operators with the same 
configuration i.e. B738 with RC 2100 VDR, CMU900 (-505 version) using SITA as ACSP. 
The light blue line is a different operator than last month and performs consistently 
poorly across all ANSPs. This operator uses the CSC much more than average (74% 
against an overall average of 45% for SITA white listed aircraft). This may explain the 
higher PA rate, although one of the well performing B738 operators also has 65% of its 
traffic on the CSC, but the others are generally lower. 

Technical Round Trip Delay 
Figure 9 below shows the 95th and 99th percentile of the technical round trip delay <O-
2><O-3>. It represents the delay between when a message is uplinked and the ground 
system receives the corresponding application level (aggregated for all systems 
providing data to LISAT).  
 

 
Figure 9: Technical Round Trip Delay 

Technical Continuity 
The graph below shows a new metric measuring the ‘Technical Continuity” (<0-25>). 
This is the probability that a LACK is received for an uplink message before the technical 
response timer expires i.e. within 40 seconds. 
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Figure 10: Technical Continuity 


